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Computer technology
and its advocates
help revolutionize
legal practice
-

BY ToNI SHEARS

goes
LECTRONIC

When James DeVries was
practicing law in the 1970s, he
was his firm's "computer guy"
- an early advocate for the
advantages of new technology.
"I was the person who convinced
the firm to move to a
computerized billing system and
to use computers for legal
research," he says.
Today, De Vries, J.D.
'61, is still a technology
visionary, but now he's actually
in the business of helping law
firms enhance their litigation
practices.electronically. He is
president of Legal Technologies
Inc. LTI is composed of four
companies which serve the full
range of worldwide litigation
support needs for the legal and
judicial communities. "We're the
biggest provider of litigation
technology in the country,"
DeVries says.

James DeVries
Right:Judge Carl B. Rubin's courtroom
at Federal District Court in Cincinnati is
wired fo r cybertrials.
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He is only one of several Michigan
Law School graduates who have staked
their careers at the intersection of law
and information technology. Some, like
DeVries, are involved in the computerization of legal practice; others handle wideranging business and legal affairs for
major computer firms . In the academy
and private practice, others are dealing
with complex legal issues that arise from
ever-expanding electronic communication capabilities.

TURNING
TO TECHNOLOGY
When DeVries earned his law degree,
there were no computers at the Law School
or at firms . They began appearing both at
the Law School and in practice in the late
1960s. One graduate who helped spread
their use was James Sprowl, JD. '67.
Sprowl came to the Law School with a
double baccalaureate degree in engineering and a career goal of automating the

legal profession. By his third year, he was
teaching a six-session computer course
for both students and faculty. Since then,
he has split his career between patent law
practice focusing on technology and
more direct efforts to automate the legal
profession. In 1970, he started teaching a
computer law seminar that he has offered
at various law schools ever since. 'Then,
there were no statutes, no cases, no
articles about law related to computers.
Students were totally frustrated because
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there was nothing to cite in footnotes,"
he recalls. "Now, there is way too much
material. I've watched this area grow into
a substantive field of law. "
Sprowl also spent nine years with the
American Bar Foundation developing and
promoting computer applications for
legal practice, and over the years, he's
seen those efforts pay off as well. However, it wasn't until affordable machines,
intuitive software, and truly time-saving
applications like the LEXIS®electronic
data retrieval system became available
that lawyers turned to technology en
masse.
"LEXIS®really started over a dinner
conversation at (then Law School Assistant Dean) Roy Profitt's house," recalls
Professor Layman Allen, an expert in
logic and law with an interest in computers dating back to the mid- l 950s.
Fortuitously, Gerald Rapp, a 1958
graduate with ties to Mead Corp. in
Ohio, was seated for dinner between
Allen and Arthur Miller, who had worked
together on a federal committee on
privacy standards and safeguards for
computer information. The three men
found that they shared an interest in legal
information technology.
"At the time, Rapp was one of two
lawyers in the world making practical use
of computers for drafting briefs," recalls
Allen. "He had punched up some
boilerplate legal text on punch cards and
fed it into a computer. He was doing this
on his own within his firm because he
thought it was useful." Allen and Miller
encouraged Rapp to look into an Ohio
Bar Association effort to adapt existing
computer programs for legal ·research
purposes. That effort was floundering
technically and financially, so Rapp
convinced Mead to invest in designing a
system specifically for law. The company
(now Mead Data Central) saw the
potential and hired a research group from
the Arthur D. Little Co. to create what
became LEXIS®.
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When LEXIS®was ready for testing,
"All the early shoot-outs were done here
at the Law School, because they wanted a
comparison between electronic retrieval
and getting materials manually by pulling
books from a law library shelf," says
Allen. "We learned that the idea of what
was relevant was much more complicated
than anyone thought. They were not any
easy yes/no answers to questions of
relevance; it depended on who was going
to use the information, and how."
Bart Timberlin Thomas,j.D. '79, now
corporate counsel for Texas Instruments,
clearly remembers the advent of electronic legal research at the Law School.
"I was the first LEXIS®instructor at the
Law School. As soon as I heard it was
coming, I volunteered to teach it, and I
helped hire the first set of other instructors," recalls Thomas. Like Sprowl, he
earned degrees in computer science and
engineering before law school. As a
student, he also did~some research on
logic and law for Layman Allen and
served as associate director and then
director of the computer facility. 'The
computer facility at the time had two
terminals and a Data General machine,"
he recalls with a laugh.
Today, about 80 percent oflaw
students have their own computers, and
many bring them to class. A recent
National Law Journal survey of 69 large
firms revealed that 94 percent are
embracing automation tools "somewhat"
or "very much," and achieving increased
productivity with computers. Still,
attorneys' actual computer use varies by
age and technology comfort level,
according to Sprowl.
"You really see three generations of
lawyers in firms now: those not using
computers; those using computerassisted research; and those using PCs for
word processing and more. It depends on
what the standard of use was when they
were in law school," he says. The busiest
trial lawyers and the biggest computer
enthusiasts are using word processing,
electronic mail, computer-assisted legal
research, text searching, and computer
conferencing, all on lightweight notebook
computers they take anywhere they go including the courtroom.

TECHNOLOGY
ON TRIAL
In an era of increasingly complex
litigation, computers offer easy access to
information that would fill millions of
pages of paper. DeVries sensed their
power to manage those mountains of
paper years ago. In 1982, he left
McBride, Baker, Wienke & Schlosser to
join Quixote Corp., a highway safety
company he had co-founded in 1969.
With DeVries on board, Quixote soon
began acquiring firms that specialized in
technology for the legal marketplace. The
first was Stenograph, a leading manufacturer of computer systems and software
for the court reporting profession.
Another company, Discovery Products,
developed Discovery ZX, software that
can search and annotate text, videotaped
depositions, or both.
Next came Integrated Information
Services, a company offering document
management, imaging and coding
technology and service for the litigation,
corporate and government markets. The
latest addition was Litigation Sciences
Inc., the nation's largest litigation
consulting firm, which specializes in jury
consulting and preparing exhibits and
multimedia courtroom presentations. In
1993, the four firms were integrated as
Legal Technologies Inc.
All these technologies put together
produce a high-tech trial like the major
fraud case DeVries witnessed in London
in May. Litigation Sciences helped British
prosecutors prepare charts and diagrams
that were displayed on computer monitors for the judge, the attorneys and every
two jurors. All court documents could be
pulled up on the screens, and the court
reporter's transcript was available for
instant review. The attorneys' opening
statements were displayed on monitors
with key points highlighted by charts on
the monitors.
Jurors weren't overwhelmed by all the
technology, DeVries says. "People are so
used to seeing something appear on a TV

Students now take notes in class on laptop computers.

screen that they don't think it's high-tech
anymore. The technology was transparent to them." Some judges also favor
electronic documentation, he adds.
Only a handful of courts in the United
States now are wired for cybertrials, but
experts familiar with the systems in use
predict that they will quickly convince
more attorneys and judges to turn to
electronic aids. In 1992, Judge Carl B.
Rubin installed a sophisticated 10-screen
system at the Federal District Court in
Cincinnati to deal with a massive securities fraud case involving more than 60
defendants. The plaintiffs attorneys used
the system and found that it cut trial time
by eliminating a lot of paper-shuffling,
and simplified complex issues for jurors.
The defense team learned the hard way
that it was a liability not to use the
system when the jury awarded the
plaintiff $15 million.
"Once one side uses a computer
system, the other side is compelled to use
it no matter what they think of it," says
DeVries. 'The client or the jury will say,
'How come the other guys have all of
this?"'

GROWTH AND
INNOVATION

Today,

about 80 percent of law students
have their own computers, and many bring
them to class. A recent National Law Journal
suNey of 69 large firms revealed that 94
percent are embracing automation tools
"somewhat" or "very much," and achieving
increased productivity with computers.

Computers are moving into the
courtrooms chiefly because the machines
themselves are smaller, cheaper, more
powerful and easier to use. That's a result
of constant evolution in the competitive
computer industry, and computer
companies rely on attorneys like Thomas
at Texas Instruments to protect their
innovations.
Thomas specializes in software
licensing, but intellectual property is a
prominent part of all aspects of his
practice. "When we develop a chip for a
customer or a customer develops something for us, we have to decide who is
going to control development, who owns
the intellectual property rights, how we
are going to market the product, and
which way royalties are going to flow,"
he explains. He also handles antitrust,
product liability, strategic planning, and
strategic partnership issues.
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Thanks to constant innovation, the
worldwide computer market is red-hot,
and many computer companies are
enjoying phenomenal growth. The
booming industry offers dynamic careers
for graduates like Cheryl Fackler Hug,
].D. '87, and Richard D. Snyder, J.D. '82.
Fackler Hug, formerly with Gibson,
Dunn & Crutcher, joined Sun
Microsystems Computer Company in
January as counsel for its Intercontinental
Sales Division. She is one of three
Michigan-trained attorneys at Sun ;
Michael H. Morris, JD. '74, is vicepresident, general counsel and secretary,
andJohn D. Croll, JD. '81, is deputy
general counsel for a subsidiary
called SunSoft.
Fackler Hug's division is responsible
for selling computer systems to the
developing world, with offices in Russia,
Eastern Europe, Mexico, South America,
Southeast Asia, and Africa. Sun is
opening a significant number of new
offices around the world each year. Her
duties include deciding what type of legal
entity will be created, then preparing
documents to register the office, often
with the help of local counsel in the host
country.
"Our business in the former Soviet
Union is growing quickly and we may
be opening offices in places other than
Moscow fairly soon," she reported to
LQN via e-mail. Because Fackler Hug
speaks Russian, she has served as a
consultant on Russian legal issues for
other Sun companies. She also recently
helped re-establish operations in
South Africa.
Fackler Hug also negotiates and
implements equity investmeµts in
transactions with other companies or
organizations. "Our division is beginning
to become more involved in joint
ventures and World Bank-funded
transactions, which usually involve three
or more parties. These projects are
challenging; each is unique and involve
the resolution of new business and legal
issues, as well as many logistical issues,"
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she says. She recently worked on registering a joint venture with three Russian
companies and another U.S. firm to
develop and distribute software for the
oil and gas industry.
International expansion is also a major
focus for Rick Snyder, executive vicepresident, secretary and director at
Gateway 2000, Inc. Now ranked fifth in
personal computer sales, "Gateway is
growing in Europe; we just opened up
operations in the United Kingdom and
France, and we're adding Germany," says
Snyder.
In just 10 years, Gateway has grown
from a family operation with offices in a
farmhouse to a billion dollar operation.
In 1991 when Snyder joined the firm,
revenues were $626 million; this year
they topped $1.2 billion in the first six
months alone. "My major challenge is
managing the growth curve," he says.
Susan Swantek, J.D. '78, finds rate of
growth and change in the computer
industry "exciting a'.hd a little scary." She
works for Advanced Legal Applications,
an Ann Arbor firm that designs private
legal databases for corporate clients who
need easy access to regulations within a
specific area of law. "The computer
industry changes fast, and people's
expectations rise even faster," she says.
"We find that we'll design with the latest
technology, and before long, our clients
are saying, 'Why can't we do this?' They
are coming up with new uses that
outstrip the technology."

THE FUTURE IS
THINKING MACHINES
Professor Allen says the next advance
in legal technology is to develop computer systems that enrich legal analysis.
His research focuses on using computers'
capabilities for logical analysis as tools for
lawyers. Currently, he is developing
systems that offer assistance in interpreting the logical structure of legal
rules.When analyzing the natural language statement of legal rules, lawyers
might intuitively sense one logical
relati"nship between parts of these
statements while missing other alternatives, he explains. 'The language

commonly used for expressing relationships is highly ambiguous - mostly
inadvertently so (in sharp contrast with
the uncertainty that occurs in the expression of legal substantive concepts where
the vagueness and generality is usually
deliberate.) We, as lawyers, are not as
well trained to be sensitive to relationship
as we deal with the semantics of
legal terms."
Allen and colleague Charles Saxon,
who holds five Michigan degrees and
teaches programming at Eastern Michigan University, are creating software
capable of automatically generating
multiple alternative structural interpretations of legal texts. Allen says such
systems are "usefully considered as a
secondary source of legal literature."
While they are subject to the same
critical evaluation as any other treatise,
law review article, or other secondary
source, "in the future they are likely to
become a source so powerful that those
who fail to use them will do sci at their
own peril."
Students can start building such
systems as part of their legal education,
and leave them online through a Law
School network where they will be
accessible to interested users while
simultaneously enriching the body of
teaching material. "Computers are likely
to alter law schools drastically. Three
years of study at school and then up and
out is just not going to be enough
anymore. Career-long law schools will be
in style in the next century. Collaborative
efforts will provide functional reasons for
practicing lawyers to maintain an electronic link to the Law School." Likewise,
Allen says, the link to practicing graduates "will help us teach better, using more
relevant problems and issues." The
necessary technology is readily available,
and Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman is planning
to launch a network that will allow
continuous substantive dialogue among
alumni and the Law School.

Because computer networl<s

Computers may be on the brink of
changing legal publishing, as well.
Securities Regulation, the eleven-volume
treatise Professor Joel Seligman authored
with Harvard's Louis Loss, became
available on LEXIS®in September.
Seligman says it's the first treatise Little
Brown Co. has published electronically.
"Basically, it's an experiment. I have
no idea if this will be useful or not," says
Seligman, who views computers as a
useful tool, but not the "be all and end
all" of legal research. "The value of a
treatise lies in the extent to which it helps
people understand law. Increasingly,
practitioners are not going to have
extensive libraries. Electronic publishing
makes the treatise available to those who
don't. In all fairness, however, the onevolume summary of the treatise may be a
more useful way to make it available to
those who are not going to buy all
eleven volumes."
In a review of Securities Regulation,
Brooklyn Law School Professor Norman
Poser suggests that electronic legal
research signals the end of the traditional
treatise. He likens the task of updating
printed volumes to trying to keep the
windows of the World Trade Center
clean. "In an age when law changes so
quickly, such monumental works are
bound for almost instance obsolescence,"
Poser writes in the Michigan Law Review."
Electronic research services, kept current
almost on a real-time basis and immediately available via desktop computer,
have largely supplanted traditional
research methods, and, it may be argued,
have also made the treatise obsolete."

COMMUNICATION
WITHOUT LIMITS
Increasingly, electronic bulletin
boards and conferences on legal topics
let lawyers discuss cases or theories any
time, from any place. While these timesaving, often entertaining technologies
can enhance the quality of life, they also
raise issues that stretch the boundaries
of current law, says George Trubow,
].D. '58.

'The whole field of information

traditionally have little or no regulation and users can
remain anonymous, they've become a whole new
uncontrolled arena for libel, intellectual property
infringement, hate mail, and pornography.
technology law is a complex and fascinating area because, by and large, our
common law hasn't accommodated the
digital environment. Principles of law
developed in the Norman Conquest don't
fit anymore," says Trubow, a professor of
law and director of the Center for
Informatics Law at john Marshall Law
School in Chicago.
For example, American communications law is based on distinctions between traditional print and broadcast
media. "We knew what a newspaper was,
and we knew what a radio or television
broadcast was. Now the lines between
electronic and print media are blurring,"
he says. "There are online versions of
newspapers. Rules to regulate the content
of broadcasts based on the scarcity of the
airwaves no longer apply when you have
unlimited cable channels."
Likewise, existing laws offer little
precedent to work from when it comes to
offensive language or pornographic
software online. For example, how do we
classify software distributed over a
network that allows users to manipulate
ordinary photos of children so that they
depict children in unnatural sex acts?
"The justification the courts have used to
regulate child pornography was that
children were endangered in the production of the materials because they had to
participate in the acts. With this kind of
software, the children are not directly
involved," Trubow points out.
"The software developer can argue that
he produces only innocent pictures; the
user makes them pornographic. Is
producing the software akin to publishing a list of the ingredients for a bomb?
If we use the community standards test
to determine if the results are pornographic, what are the boundaries of the
community on a network? What is the
network operator's responsibility?"
Trubow asks. Students searched for
answers to these tough questions when
he used this as a moot court case in the
1994 National Competition on Information Technology and Privacy held
annually at john Marshall Law School.

In the 1970s, Trubow worked for the
U.S. Department of justice on an effort to
develop privacy and security guidelines
for computerized criminal records. He
was general counsel to the Privacy
Committee in the Office of the President
during the Ford Administration. Ever
since, he has been "absolutely hooked"
on information technology and the whole
range of privacy questions surrounding
an individual's right and ability to control
personal information. He joined the john
Marshall faculty in 1976, and explores
that and many other issues in his courses
on Computers and Law, Information Law
&: Policy, Privacy, and Torts. He also
publishes the John Marshall journal of
Computer and Information Law.
The recent explosion of electronic
communication across the Internet and
other networks has given him new sets of
issues to worry about. Because computer
networks traditionally have little or no
regulation and users can remain anonymous, they've become a whole new
uncontrolled arena for libel, intellectual
property infringement, hate mail, and
pornography. Trubow personally feels
networks need a bit more control. "Right
now, people can say almost anything
online. As a result, the tolerant are
victimized by the intolerant. That doesn't
add to the quality of life or the value of
society," he says. The trick is to develop
legal standards and ethical rules for
online communication that will pass
constitutional muster. That challenge is
addressed in a project for the American
Association for the Advancement of
Science and the National Council of
Lawyers and Scientists in which Trubow
is involved. "I think we must have some
restructuring of the standards of mass
communication because we're talking
about communication in unmeasurable
proportions," he notes.
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